VACUUM LOADER HOSE
WITH STATIC GROUNDING WIRE

HEAVY DUTY
PREMIUM QUALITY

FOOD GRADE PVC SUCTION HOSE

COMPLIES WITH FDA REQUIREMENTS

PROTECTED COPPER STATIC GROUND WIRE RUNS NEXT TO HELIX OF HOSE FOR POSITIVE STATIC DISSIPATION

GENERAL APPLICATIONS
Pneumatic conveying system for powder, pellets or granular materials. Static wire for grounding. (For pneumatic system dry material transfer only). Wire is near ID for better static dissipation.

FEATURES
• Copper static conductive wire.
• Clear PVC tube and Helix.
• Nontoxic PVC conforms to FDA Standards.
• All clear construction allows easy material inspection.
• Corrugated wall for increased flexibility.
• Smooth Interior eliminates material buildup.
• Temperature range: -10°F to 130°F.
• Clockwise spiral (R.H.)

PRICE & SPECIFICATIONS TABLES
★ ADD ROLL LENGTH TO PART NUMBER! FOR EXAMPLE: VHG11430 OR VHG11460

- HOSE I.D. INCH
- HOSE PART NO.
- STOCK PRE-CUT LENGTHS & PRICES
- MAX. W.P. @ 68°F P.S.I.
- VACUUM RATING @ 68°F IN. HG
- MIN. BEND RAD. INCH @ 68°F
- APPROX. WEIGHT LBS./FT
- HOSE O.D. INCH

30 ft. roll 60 ft. roll

1-1/4" ★ VHG114__ $69.30 / $2.31 ft. $126.60 / $2.11 ft. 50 28 3" .32 1.65 in.
1-1/2" ★ VHG112__ $81.90 / $2.73 ft. $148.20 / $2.47 ft. 50 28 3" .49 1.83 in.
1-3/4" ★ VHG134__ $110.10 / $3.67 ft. $197.40 / $3.29 ft. 40 28 4" .51 2.11 in.
2" ★ VHG200__ $114.00 / $3.80 ft. $210.60 / $3.51 ft. 40 28 4" .58 2.40 in.
2-3/16" ★ VHG218__ $164.70 / $5.49 ft. $283.20 / $4.72 ft. 40 28 4" .63 2.58 in.
2-1/4" ★ VHG214__ $174.90 / $5.83 ft. $298.80 / $4.98 ft. 40 28 5" .64 2.63 in.
2-1/2" ★ VHG212__ $181.50 / $6.05 ft. $310.80 / $5.18 ft. 40 28 5" .88 2.99 in.
3" ★ VHG300__ $243.00 / $8.10 ft. $416.40 / $6.94 ft. 35 28 6" 1.06 3.64 in.
3-1/2" ★ VHG312__ $336.30 / $11.21 ft. $576.60 / $9.61 ft. 35 28 7" 1.22 4.15 in.
4" ★ VHG400__ $382.50 / $12.75 ft. $639.60 / $10.66 ft. 35 28 8" 1.68 4.72 in.
6" VHG600100 100 ft. Roll $2,175.00 / $21.75 ft.

- FITS HOSE I.D. SIZE IN.
- PART NUMBERS
- PRICES EA.

CLOCKWISE SPIRAL HOSE R.H.
COUNTER CLOCKWISE SPIRAL HOSE L.H.

1-1/4" SHC125 SHCC126 $1.94 $1.85
1-1/2" SHC150 SHCC151 2.34 2.22
1-3/4" SHC134 N/A 3.00 2.85
2" SHC200 SHCC201 2.90 2.82
2-1/4" SHC214 SHCC215 2.40 2.25
2-1/2" SHC212 SHCC213 4.06 3.78
3" SHC300 SHCC301 4.75 4.55
3-1/2" SHC312 SHCC313 5.15 4.87
4" SHC400 SHCC401 5.53 5.25
5" SHC500 SHCC501 7.36 7.14
6" SHC600 SHCC601 8.69 8.09

NOTE: Most spiral ribbed hoses are clockwise (R.H.)

SPIRAL HOSE CLAMPS
THE ONLY CLAMP YOU WILL EVER BUY FOR SPIRAL RIBBED HOSES!

COMPARE OUR DESIGN AND PRICES – OURS ARE BETTER!

• Zinc plated steel
• Heavy duty lifetime clamp
• Large adjusting nuts & washers
• Safety protective acorn nuts at thread ends
• Spanner wrench notch to aid installation or removal
• Use one clamp per end to 4" dia. Use two clamps per end 5" and over.

Double nuts to lock up to 4" sizes.

Right or left handed helix for a positive 360° spiral seal.